REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
FOR
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO

LISTED BELOW ARE THE QUESTIONS (Q) SUBMITTED BY
POTENTIAL BIDDERS FOR THE

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE FOR MADERA LANE BRIDGE
IN THE SAN GREGORIO AREA OF
UNINCORPORATED SAN MATEO COUNTY

COUNTY PROJECT NO. RW914
PROJECT FILE NO. E4892

THE COUNTY OF SAN MATEO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
HAS PROVIDED RESPONSES (R) TO THE QUESTIONS BELOW

NOTE: See https://publicworks.smcgov.org/preventative-maintenance-madera-lane-bridge-project for updates. They County will not be responding to any further RFI’s received after Friday April 24th, 2020.

Q1. Can the road be closed for the duration of the project?

R1. No. For safety purposes, Madera Lane cannot be closed to vehicle access for the duration of the project.

Q2. How is the work from BI 70 “Remove Unsound Concrete” and BI 19 “Portland Cement Patch”, distinguished from the work of BI 15 “Repair Spalled Surface Area”?

R2. “Repair Spalled Surface Area” relates to anticipated repair work to the bridge deck to remain. “Remove Unsound Concrete” and “Portland Cement Patch” should be associated with the measured spalls shown on Sheet S6.

Q3. What is the current status of the Precast Girders from Kiecon? Should we expect them to be cast by June 15th to begin the project?

R3. The precast girders were cast in 2018 and are at the Kiecon yard ready to be retrieved.

Q4. Project Does the Precast girder include the embeds for the metal railing?

R4. The precast girders include the metal railing embeds. Contractor must verify the final layout of embeds from the cast girders at Kiecon yard prior to order/fabricating the metal railing.

Q5. Under which item is the new CIP bridge deck concrete accounted & paid for? Per my own takeoff, the structural concrete item quantity only covers the abutment/bent retrofit.
R5.  The new CIP bridge deck concrete is accounted for under the “Structural Concrete, Bridge” pay item. Quantity for the “Structural Concrete, Bridge” pay item has been revised and reflected in Addendum #1.

Q6.  Could you please clarify which forms are due at bid time? Under the proposal section – contractors check-off list it states #17 “Complete the following DBE forms……………….submitted no later than 4 pm on the 4th business day after bid opening…………...” On the proposal, page 3, it states “the following forms must be completed in full by an official of the company and submitted.” Which is conflicting information.

R6.  DBE Forms (Exhibit 15G, 15H, and 12B) shall be submitted no later than 4:00 PM on the 4th business day after bid opening.

Updated as of April 24, 2020 at 12:00 P.M.